Bangladesh Journal of Child Health, the official organ of Bangladesh Paediatric Association (BPA). BPA was established in the year 1972. First journal of BPA was published in the year 1977 by name Bangladesh Paediatrics. Later in the year 1988 the name changed to Bangladesh Journal Of Child Health (BJCH). BJCH is a journal of continuing education on child health.

The readers of the journal are specialists of paediatrics and the allied, post graduate student, residents. Readers of the journals are able to know the research works in paediatrics in our country and abroad as the journal publish some important abstracts from renowned journal relevant to paediatrics. So it’s an opportunity for the readers to get updated knowledge on paediatrics.

Manuscripts are obtained by post or through online. WE have guidelines on how to submit papers in BJCH. Editorial board initially screen manuscripts and select from them and send to reviewers for review.

We have a reviewer panel of different subspecialties (not below the level of associate professor) of paediatric medicine, paediatric surgery, Internal medicine. Reviewer remains blind about author and co-author. We have policy of external review.

BJCH is peer reviewed journal having ISSN 0257-3490 published 3 times in a year. In each issue there is one leading article written by legends of different subspecialties, 4 original articles, 1 review article, 3-4 case reports, abstracts from current literatures, notes and news of different scientific programs in home and abroad.

The Journal is sponsored by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Bangladesh Limited. GSK has no influence in the data shown in the paper and GSK is not involved in any of the studies presented in the journal.

Current problems of concern are to publish in time as most reviewers don’t give their feedback in time, the authors don’t respond in time, pressures from different corners to publish below standard papers, sometimes request comes to publish papers as author needs promotion.

For development we have plan to remind reviewers about feedback in time, if they are not able to return in time we have plan to change reviewers. We have also plan to arrange workshop on how to write manuscript, how to review an article and how to edit. We have also plan to make the journal available in BanglaJOL regularly. We are also printing the journal in acid free paper. Before publishing any research article we have planned to make it sure that ethical clearance has been taken. We also make it sure the role of author and co-authors in the development of manuscript. As our journal till not indexed. We are trying to make it indexed.